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1 Background

Phenology is the study of the timing of recurrent biological events, the causes of the timing with regard

to biotic and abiotic forces, and the interrelations among phases of the same or different species (Leith,

1974).  Plant  phenological  events  such  as  leaf  out,  flowering  and leaf  senescence  are  orchestrated

through subtle changes in photoperiod, temperature and soil moisture and are “perhaps the simplest

process in which to track changes in the ecology of species in response to climate change” (IPCC

2007). These subtle variations in phenology can impact directly the length of the growing season and

more  importantly,  the  seasonality  of  carbon,  water  and  energy  exchanges  between  terrestrial

ecosystems and the atmosphere (Richardson et al., 2013, Baldocchi et al., 2005). Recent studies have

shown that it is currently uncertain what the repercussions are of longer growing seasons on the carbon

sequestration of ecosystems (Piao et al., 2008, Keenan et al., 2014). In addition, the exact timing of

plant development stages and their response to climate, environmental conditions, and management

practices are still poorly represented in land surface models (Richardson et al., 2011; Sus et al., 2010).

Thus monitoring the seasonal and inter-annual variability of canopy phenology at ICOS flux sites will

help  us  better  understand  the  role  of  climate  change  in  regulating  the  carbon  uptake  period  of

ecosystems across Europe.

1.1 Creating an automated camera network for phenological observations

As visual observations of phenology are laborious and cannot be easily scaled up at ecosystem level,

there is a need to supplement long-term manual observations with automated techniques such as those

provided by digital photography at high temporal and spatial resolution. Several phenology monitoring

programs that use automated digital photography already exist in the USA (US PhenoCam Network),

Europe,  Japan (Phenological  Eyes  Network)  and Australia  (TERN Australian Phenocam Network).

This protocol has been developed for ICOS sites in collaboration with the European Phenology Camera

Network, a collaborative initiative setup to promote the recording of phenological events alongside

detailed micrometeorological observations (Wingate et al., 2008).

1.2 Goals and Objectives

The  overall  goal  of  the  ICOS automated  phenology  monitoring  is  to  determine  the  trends  in  the

seasonal patterns and interannual varability in phenology of key species in order to assist the carbon

and  water  cycle  research  community  to  detect  and  understand  the  effects  of  climate  change  on

ecosystem function. 



Specific monitoring objectives of this protocol are to: 

 Set-up a standardised network of digital cameras to ensure comparability between sites and

camera models.

 Ensure standardised data collection to enable better standardised processing for the extraction of

vegetation  colour  indices  (using  combinations  of  the  RGB channels  such as  the  chromatic

coordinates) and phenophase date information from the cameras (such as budburst and leaf fall

dates).

 Provide continuous trajectories of canopy development and senescence that could be linked to

ecosystem properties, land management practice, and can be used for model data integration

purposes.

 Detect long-term trends and interannual variability in the timing of key phenophases (such as

onset of the green-up, peak of the greenness, grean off-set…) that have a strong impact on the

exchange of carbon, water and energy with the atmosphere.

 Explore relationships between phenological data and climate variables (including mean monthly

temperature and growing degree days) in order to develop hypotheses about the impacts of

climate change on ecosystem carbon uptake and water losses.

 Provide long-term visual historical records of landscapes and environmental change at ICOS

sites

 Evaluate with PIs the potential use of cameras for snow-cover/melt detection (see precipitation

protocol draft 3), management, disturbances, … 

1.3 Camera Diversity at European Flux Sites

Currently within Europe there are many digital cameras operating automatically at long-term flux sites.

A current list of sites and the camera models installed can be found on the European Phenology Camera

Network website (http://european-webcam-network.net). The dominant digital camera used within this

network to date is the Stardot Netcam SC5. This camera is also used extensively by the Phenocam

network in the US co-ordinated by Andrew Richardson (http://phenocam.sr.unh.edu/webcam/gallery/).

http://phenocam.sr.unh.edu/webcam/gallery/


At the other sites there are a mixture of digital cameras that can also be networked and automated to

some extent. Experience over the past few years has demonstrated that the Stardot camera is a very

simple  camera  to  use  and  install  in  the  field.  It  appears  to  be  reliable  under  the  environmental

conditions experienced at our flux sites and benefits from good technical support from the company.

Moreover, the Stardot Netcam SC5 IR (Stardot Technologies, Buena Park, CA) provide the possibility

of recording sequential RGB and monochrome RGB + NIR images. This opens up the possibility of

obtaining an additional camera-based proxy of NDVI (Petach et al., 2014).

2 Camera Installation

2.1 Camera field of view

Camera field of view must be set in order to maximise the portion of the image occupied by the canopy.

The portion of sky included in the image should not exceed 1/5 of the image (see pictures below for an

example). Camera field of view can be set regulating both camera azimuth inclination and lenses focus.

For sites with a short canopy and without a prevailing wind direction it could be an option to mount the

camera on a separate pole ca 50m away from the flux tower in order to view all sectors around the flux

tower.  This  would  be  especially  advantageous  in  heterogenous  landscapes  such  as  peatlands  and

managed grasslands and could provide a better representation of the footprint in such ecosystems.

Figure 1 – Examples of camera field of view in a forest and grassland site

2.2 Camera orientation

If possible the camera should be pointing north to minimise lens flare and maximise illumination of the

canopy. If it is not possible to point the camera North the camera can be alternatively pointed East with

an acquisition time centered on 15:00 local solar time or West with an acquisition time centered on



10:00 local solar time (see section Images acquisition). Please avoid pointing the camera south even if

this is where the flux footprint is located, images contaminated by direct sunlight cannot be used. 

2.3 Distance from the canopy

When installed on a tower, the camera should be securely mounted, and if possible, about 10-20 m

from the foreground portion of the canopy. When installed on tripods or masts (e.g. low canopies like

grassland, cropland, shrublands, etc) the camera should be mounted at a minimum distance of 2 m from

the foreground portion of the canopy. Bear in mind  the combination of the camera height above the

canopy and the viewing angle can affect the vegetation colour indices, by viewing more or less soil

background. As a future objective will be to compare vegetation colour indices between sites it would

be desirable to minimise the extent of soil surface observed in the image. In the case of fast growing

canopies (e.g. cropland) consider the future plant growth and allow space for capturing growth within

the field of view, in order to avoid changing the position of the camera during the growing season. Also

if the camera is installed in the proximity of trees ensure the new growth of branches does not obscure

the view during the growing season with regular pruning.

2.4 Matte grey reference panel

The installation of a reference panel is not mandatory. However, if possible a grey panel could be added

to the picture frame. Installing a grey panel could help evaluate both day-to-day shifts in colour balance

(caused by changes  in  weather  conditions)  and in  addition  evaluate  the  long-term stability  of  the

imaging sensor. If installing a panel we recommend placing it in the lower right or left-hand corner of

the image. The area occupied by the panel in the image needs to be at least 20 x 20 pixels. The panel

also has to be grey (e.g. spray painted with matte gray primer). Ideally the panel should be placed in

such a way as to maintain the same geometry sun-target-camera (e.g. vertical for forests, horizontal for

grasslands, etc). For further discussion on this matter please refer to Petach et al (2014).

2.5 Understory phenology

A below or understorey canopy camera could be installed in forest sites to track understory phenology

especially at those sites where the above canopy camera can not be used (e.g. dense canopies) for this

purpose  (Bater  et  al.,  2010)..  The  below  canopy  camera  must  be  installed  following  the  same

recommendations provided for the above canopy camera. Above and below canopy cameras must have

the same orientation (Ideally pointing North minimise directional effects caused by solar movement).

The  camera should be mounted at  approximately 3 m above the ground (or above the understory



canopy). No main branches from the dominant trees should obstruct the field of view. Understorey and

above canopy cameras could eventually be used to measure snow depth following the instructions

provided in the precipitation protocol.

 3 Camera Settings

Images should be acquired with the following camera settings:

 Exposure: automatic. If the camera model allows automatic exposure adjustments based on a

specific portion of the image, this portion must include the canopy and not the sky;

 White  balance (or  colour  balance):  If  possible,  manually  set  to  “fixed”  (sometimes  also

indicated as  “manual” or  “outdoor” depending on camera model),  in  order  to minimise in-

camera  processing  of  day-to-day  changes  in  illumination  and  RGB ratios.  For  the  Stardot

camera models it may be necessary to adjust manually the ratio of the Red:Green:Blue signal.

When inspecting the first  images taken by the camera if  the images appear too green, it  is

recommended to  reduce  the  Green value  in  the  configuration  of  the  colour  balance.  From

experience we have found that reducing the Green to a value around 180 often leads to an

image that is closer to what the eye perceives;

 Focus: If possible, manually adjust to obtain sharp images preferably in the foreground portion

of the image;

 Date  and  time  setting:  local  standard  time.  Avoid  using  daylight  saving  time.  Imprinting

options for date, time or camera ID on image is recommended if it is an option available with

the specific camera.

 Camera configuration archive:  If possible a summary of the cameras configuration details

should be sent to the network co-ordinater when the camera is installed at the site. For example,

this  can be achieved on the Stardot  camera by entering the  Stardot  software,  selecting the

advanced  menu,  then  selecting  manual  configuration.  An  option  to  scroll  through  various

options is possible. From these options select video0.conf then press edit. Copy all the text in

the window to a new file and then press cancel on the screen and exit the software. This text file

should  then  be  renamed  with  the  Site  Name and  uploaded  to  the  password-protected  site-

specific ftp account.



 Other Useful Information on configuring the Stardot Netcam: If an ICOS site intends to

install a Stardot camera in the future, a further useful resource to consult in addition to this

protocol  would  be  the  protocol  documented  for  the  US  Phenocam  Network

http://phenocam.sr.unh.edu/webcam/tools/

4 Image acquisition

4.1 File naming rules

Images must be acquired using the following file naming rules:

SiteName_YYYY_MM_DD_HH_MM_SS.jpg

SiteName_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.jpg

Examples:

mysite_2014_06_05_12_30_00.jpg

mysite_20140605123000.jpg

Restrictions/specifications:

 sitename must come before date;

 no underscore in site name (dashes and numbers are possible);

 no windows/linux illegal charachters (i.e. : , /, etc);

 numbers in sitename can be used in case of sites with multiple cameras (e.g. site-

Cam1_20140605123000.jpg or site-Cam2_20140605123000.jpg)

 separator between sitename and date: “_”

 seconds in datetime can be omitted YYYYMMDDHHMNSS or YYYYMMDDHHMN;

 no periods other than before file type suffix (i.e. .jpg)

4.2 Image capture hours and frequency

A minimum of 6 to 8 images per day must be archived and taken at an hourly frequency (minimum).

The acquisition of images should bracket the midday hours (e.g. from 9:00 to 16:00) when the camera

is pointing North. If pointing north is not possible, a camera pointing east will have an acquisition time

centered on 15:00 local solar time and for West an acquisition time centred on 10:00. At high latitude

http://phenocam.sr.unh.edu/webcam/tools/


sites the time for image capture can be adapted to be more flexible to account for seasonal daylength

variability. Night-time (black) images should not be archived. On most cameras a work schedule can be

created to avoid taking images at certain times of the day. Thereafter, post-processing algorithms will

be used to filter out dark images collected when the daylength is short during winter. 

4.3 Image file format and size

Images must be saved as JPEG files with a compression level no lower than 90%. A file resolution

around 1megapixel is recommended. As an example an image that is 1024x768 pixels is approximately

0.7 Mb. In case high quality cameras are used (e.g. DSLR), lower resolutions (e.g. 640x480 pixels) can

also be accepted. Images of a higher resolution can also be acquired and provided as additional data by

the principal investigator. Images will be converted to .png format on the ICOS database level to ensure

the long-term storage of high quality data. 

4.4 Image transfer and archiving

Where possible images should be uploaded directly in real-time to the password-protected site-specific

ftp account allocated by the network co-ordinater for image archiving and processing. From this ftp

account,  site  PI’s  can upload and download their  site  images.  If  a  real-time transfer is  impossible

remotely from your site it is advised that the images are uploaded manually by the ICOS site manager

at a minimum interval of every two weeks.

5 Recommendations
Below a series of important recommendations: 

 Mount the camera on a very solid mount that is not easily moved;

 Position mount  so it  is  not  accidentally  bumped or  moved when other  equipment  is  being

serviced. When initially deploying a camera consider how it will be serviced and if needed,

replaced while avoiding camera movement to best preserve the field of view;

 Firmly fix the camera when installing to avoid accidental changes in the field of view during

camera maintenance operations or maintenance of other co-located equipment; 

 Never change field of view during the active growing season. If a change in the field of view is

necessary then this should be scheduled at least 2 months before the spring foliage development

(e.g January or February in most European sites). Consider that a change in the field of view



can compromise interannual comparisons;

 Please report any change of the field of view to the network co-ordinater;

 If camera must be replaced, make sure that the new camera FOV is as close as possible to the

previous FOV.

 Avoid the presence of fast growing leaves or portion of branches in the foremost portion of the

image as seasonal coherence of the regions of interest (ROI’s) can be compromised;

 Plan at least once yearly cleaning of the camera lenses and window of the waterproof enclosure;

 If a grey reference panel is installed, plan a yearly repainting and cleaning;

 Never change camera exposure/white balance/focus setups during the active growing season. If

a change in camera settings is necessary schedule this at least 2 months before the spring foliage

development (e.g january or february in most european sites);

 Not  mandatory:  annual  calibration  with  a  Color  Checker.  See Tierney et  al  2013 for  more

details.

 Not mandatory: to include fixed markers in the images (e.g. a reference panel installed on the

ground or on the same structure holding the reference panel). Nonetheless we recognise that this

can help detect gradual changes in the field of view or in the case where co-registration of

images becomes necessary.

6 Post-processing
In order  to  identify problems with a  site  camera,  regular  checking of  images  by PIs  and/or  post-

processing of digital image time series are desirable, however, neither of these steps are mandatory

provided the site PIs are regularly uploading their digital images to their designated ftp account. It is

anticipated that in the near future an interactive web interface will be created whereby site PIs will be

able to obtain processed output data. Nonetheless, if PIs wish to process their own digital images a

number of algorithms are now freely available to generate time-series of vegetation colour indices. For

example, the open source R package, Phenopix has been developed recently by Filippa  et al. (2014)

and can be downloaded freely (http://phenopix.r-forge.r-project.org/).  Phenopix is an easy-to-use R-

package that provides a standardised processing algorithm for extracting vegetation colour indices (e.g

the green chromatic coordinate gcc defined as  gcc = greenDN/(greenDN+redDN+blueDN) amongst



many) and the dates of phenological events from digital images archives estimated from a range of

different extraction techniques. Phenopix development is a co-ordinated effort between the ARPA Valle

d’Aosta  (Italy),  the  Max  Planck  Institute  for  Biogeochemistry  and  Harvard  University.  More

specifically the package contains the following features: 

 Region Of Interest (ROI) selection (Fig. 2) 

 Extraction of colour indices within selected ROI(s) 

 A choice of five data filtering methods 

 A choice of five curve fitting and extraction methods for determining phenological event dates 

 Quantification of uncertainty in the dates extracted for phenological events 

 The possibility  to  apply the different procedures described above on a  pixel by pixel  basis

within selected ROI(s) to assess the spatial variability of phenological metrics. 

In addition a number of other software routines have been developed by the Phenocam network in the

USA and can be found at (http://phenocam.sr.unh.edu/webcam/tools/). 

Should PIs wish to extract vegetation colour indices we recommend one large region of interest is

selected  for  sites  where  the  vegetation  is  fairly  homogenous.  In  contrast  multiple  ROIs  are

recommended  for  mixed  forests  or  heterogeneous  canopies  in  order  to  capture  the  phenology  of

multiple species (or plant functional types) or to capture understory phenology. In addition the same

ROIs must be used throughout the season. When checking the vegetation indices abrupt variations in

colour indices typically indicate problems related to a change in the field of view or to problems such

as water or dirt in the camera enclosure or on the lens or enclosure window and can alert the PI that a

field visit is necessary.



Figure 2 - Left panel: Example of curve fitting outputs for a timeseries of gcc and important phenological events detected 
automatically with the phenopix algorithm. Right panel: Examples of the ROI selection function (Las Majadas del Tietar 
site).

Table 1: Site and camera metadata

Table to be completed for each camera installed on site.

Data Example Responses Notes Update



Site Name  

Camera Make/Model  
to be updated when camera
model is changed

Camera resolution  
to be updated when camera
model is changed

Camera installed on EC 
tower

Y/N
to be updated when camera
model is changed

Above/Below canopy 
camera

above/below
to be updated when camera
model is changed

Camera Location: Latitude Decimal notation
to be updated when camera
model is changed

Camera Location: 
Longitude

Decimal notation
to be updated when camera
model is changed

Time-series type

Live long-term timelapse 
camera, with/without 
Internet
Seasonal, with Internet
Seasonal, without Internet

Is this a permanent year-
round or seasonal camera? 
Are the images auto-
uploaded or manually 
retrieved and then placed 
online

to be updated when camera
model is changed

Capture Interval Images per hour
How frequently is an image
captured

to be updated when camera
model is changed

Daily Start Time  
Time in the morning when 
the camera turns on

to be updated when camera
model is changed

Daily Stop Time  
Time in the evening when 
the camera turns off

to be updated when camera
model is changed

Archive Start Date YYYY/MM/DD  
to be updated when camera
model is changed

Archive Stop Date
“Live” or Date 
(YYYY/MM/DD)

End date or anticipated 
date (if camera currently 
live) of timelapse.
“Live” if camera is 
permanent

to be updated when camera
model is changed

Camera Image URL

(if current image has fixed 
name)

For IP cameras and other 
cameras that upload

to be updated when camera
model is changed

TimeZone
UTC or time offset value 
(e.g. +10)

Time Zone is very 
important. See date and 
time settings in camera 
settings section

to be updated when camera
model is changed



Is image name rounded to 
capture time interval or 
actual capture time?

An image captured at 12:01
would be timestampped 
1200 or 1201. Actual 
capture time coul be 
recorded in the image 
EXIF data.

to be updated when camera
model is changed

Zenith (Angular 
Orientation)

What angle is it pointing? 
Nadir, 35deg, etc.

to be updated when FOV 
changes occurs

Azimuth (Compass 
Orientation)

Which direction is it 
pointing i.e. N, SE, etc.

to be updated when FOV 
changes occurs

Do images have EXIF 
data?

Typically YES for DSLR 
and digital cameras, NO for
IP cameras

to be updated when camera
model is changed

Compression level  
Indicate compression level 
used to store JPEG files

to be updated when camera
model is changed

Dates of camera settings 
modifidations

 YYYY/MM/DD
Insert the date when 
camera settings has been 
changed

to be updated when settings
are changed

Modifications of camera 
settings or camera model 

e.g. focus, white balance 
change, ...

to be updated when settings
are changed

Dates of field of view 
changes

YYYY/MM/DD

Insert the date 
when field of view
has changes 
(accidentally or 
not)

to be updated 
when FOV 
changes occurs

General vegetation type of 
site
Dominant species in 
camera view

  
to be updated when FOV 
changes occurs

Dominant species at site 
(if different from camera 
view)

  

Estimated overlap between
camera field of view and 
flux footprint (area %) 

to be updated when FOV 
changes occurs

 Are field phenological 
observations available

Y/N  

Project PI Name  

Project PI Contact Email  

Camera/Data manager 
Name

 

Other cameras available at 
the site

Camera or Data Manager 
Email
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